One clinical visit for a multiple implant restoration master cast fabrication.
The making of a one-piece, long-span, implant-supported prosthesis with conventional procedures frequently has difficulties associated with the accuracy of fit. This article presents a clinical and laboratory procedure for making an accurate implant working cast that facilitates fabrication of the casting on the master cast. The procedure demonstrates the process of sectioning and rejoining of the resin between the transfer copings and then pouring the impression by first joining the analogs alone with impression plaster, sectioning it, and rejoining it again to stabilize the analogs, and finally, using dental stone to pour the impression. Clinical, radiographic, and laboratory (optical microscope) measurements for one clinical implant restoration confirm the accuracy of fit of this one prosthesis made with this procedure. Its advantage is that it can allow fabrication of the final casting on the cast, thereby eliminating the clinical time necessary to obtain repetitive solder indexes, and thus minimizing inconvenience to the patient.